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AFAC Conference 2012

“Is fire policy driven by science? 
Should it be?”

Steve Dovers
Director, Fenner School of Environment & Society,  and ANU 
Public Policy Fellow

What I’ll probably talk about…

1. Public policy 101: information utilization 
and policy learning – three examples.

2. Uncertainty, and standards of proof.
3. Recent doubts regarding science, and 

research generally.
4. Are inquiries a good form of information 

utilization and policy learning?

But first…
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Disasters & politics
With apologies to Dorothea Mackellar

I love a populist country

A land of sweeping claims

Of self-appointed opinion leaders

Of greed and near term gains.

I love her weak land use planning

The hypocrisy that is so strong

The headlines and litigation

And the blame when things go wrong.
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Part one

 Assumption: Scientific information is 
taken up by policy makers and translated 
directly into clear, well-targeted policy and 
management actions, right?

Not!

 Consider 4 forms of utilization...
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Public policy 101: Information 
utilization (terminology from Hezri 2005)

 Instrumental utilization: where scientific 
and other ‘expert’ information directly influences 
policy: 
 very little empirical evidence.

 Conceptual utilization:  information and 
research seep into policy thinking, slowly 
manifesting as change over time 
 much more common, complicated, and balanced with 
other knowledge and imperatives.
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… cont.

 Tactical utilization: further information 
gathering is a delaying tactic:
 not unusual, not always a bad thing?

 Political utilization: where information 
is used without reference to its validity, to 
support a value position:
 common, both deliberately and unwittingly?

 All are apparent, and necessary, in 
the fire and emergency context. 
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Form What is learned? Who learns? Why: to what effect?

Instrumental 

learning

Did  implementation 

work

Policy network, officials Better design and 

implementation (existing 

framing of problem)

Government 

learning

How well administrative 

processes worked

Senior members of the policy 

network

Better administrative 

structures and policy 

processes (existing framing of 

problem)

Social learning Validity of problems 

definitions and goals 

Broader policy community Reframed problems and 

related goals (new framing of 

problem) 

Political 

learning

How to influence policy 

processes

Policy actors and advocates Change in overall policy 

directions and outcomes (new

framing of problem)

(And, who learns what, why?) 
... Connor and Dovers (2004), drawing on Bennet and Howlett (1992), May (1992)

7

Sources:
 Bennett, CJ  and Howlett, M. 1992. The lessons of learning: 

reconciling theories of policy learning and policy change. Policy 
Sciences. 25: 275-94.

 May, P. 1992. Policy learning and policy failure. Journal of Public Policy. 
12: 331-54.

 Connor, R and Dovers, S. 2004. Institutional change for sustainable 
development. Edward Elgar.

 Rose, R. 2005. Comparative policy analysis: a practical guide. Routledge.

 Dovers, S. 2005. Environment and sustainability policy: creation, 
implementation, evaluation. Federation Press. 

 Handmer, J and Dovers, S. (in press, 2nd edition). Handbook of 
disaster and emergency policies and institutions. Earthscan. 
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Information utilization: 3 examples

 1 & 2: this year, two prominent 
publications pertaining to fuel reduction 
burning:
 how will this information be used in policy 
debates, in a controversial area?

 3: everyone wants some $$ economics in 
to inform bushfire policy – why?
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Example 1: A scientific paper
 Gibbons P, et al. 2012 Land management practices 

associated with house loss in wildfires. PLoS ONE 7(1): 
e29212. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029212

 (Finalist, Eureka Science Prizes 2012.)

 Unprecedented empirical research into land 
management and house loss, 2009 fires, open access in a 
quality, peer-reviewed international journal 
 the biggest factor is fuel reduction close to houses, much 
more than landscape-scale burning. 

 Statistically valid findings, carefully qualified conclusions 
in a complex and contested area.

 Strong interest – viewed 4500 times since Jan 2012. 
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Gibbons et al 2012 – utilization?

 Instrumental: prescription of the 40m finding? Possibly, 
but carefully qualified conclusions re no single measure, and 
trade-offs necessary in specific locations.

 Conceptual:  likely more powerful – encourages close 
thought and planning regarding where to put our efforts (ie. 
not 5% wherever).

 Tactical: justifiable to encourage more evidence-based 
investigation, but not as a delaying tactic?

 Political: maybe, not yet – hard given qualified findings.
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Example 2: A big book
 Gammage, B. 2012. The greatest estate on earth: how 

Aborigines made Australia. Allen & Unwin. 

 Building on Jones, Rolls, Flannery, etc, monumental work 
of historical scholarship, that Indigenous people closely 
manipulated Australia’s vegetation through fire.

 An important historical, cultural and political argument.

 Current relevance -- from the book’s blurb:

“Bill’s research demonstrates the reason bushfires are so fierce now 
is that the bush is no longer being properly managed … the country … 
became overgrown and vulnerable to the hugely damaging bushfires 
we now experience.” 
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Gammage 2012 – utilization?

 Instrumental: impossible, as is general.  But Indigenous 
knowledge already used on some co-managed lands.

 Conceptual: likely, but begs precision to apply specific 
times and places.

 Tactical: unlikely.

 Political: highly likely, evident.

 Questions:
-- were there no ‘fierce’ fires pre-1788; no fatalities?
-- how varied in space and time was Indigenous burning, 
across many peoples and very different landscapes?
-- how different is the ‘asset’ context now?
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Example 3: economic fantasies
… see CRC Economics project poster

 If we could put $$ numbers on things… 
-- how powerful are $$ numbers in policy making, really?
-- for what purpose:  govt budget allocations,  fuel reduction 
priorities, trade-offs (water, amenity), which kit to buy…?
-- methodologically, can we value all assets, do we have 
reliable enough data?
-- the expense of countless BCAs in all contexts?
-- what if we don’t like the result?
-- can economic methodologies be extended into the future?
-- are general but robust figures more useful than precise 
numbers (conceptual rather than instrumental)?
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Conclusion to Part 1:

 Identifying different forms of information 
utilization and policy learning can clarify thinking 
about what information from research is used, 
by whom, why and to what effect. 

 A scary thought: 
 If instrumental use of information in policy and politics is the norm, 
then the world could be run by scientists and economists.
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2. Uncertainty & standards of proof.

 Without uncertainty, we’re out of a job.
 Political, policy and practical decisions about 

emergencies are all about uncertainty:
– residual uncertainty (not risk) defines emergency 
management.

 Question: 
 how ‘certain’ do we need to be to act? Or to have 
an opinion on what action someone else should take?
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Standards of proof…
 Science – 95 or 98% confidence limits.
 Legal – reasonable doubt, balance of probabilities.
 Policy – ‘satisficing’.
 Other – media, planning regimes, politicians under 

pressure, angry communities post-event, forgetful 
communities pre-event.

 … do we need a shared terminology of 
uncertainty and SoPs, beyond standard risk 
statements? 

(What’s worse in emergency management, a false positive or a false 
negative? … it depends who, where and when you are.)
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3. Role of, and reactions to, science

 The status of science (and other research) has 
been questioned of late?

 Climate science: derision, straw men, public 
attacks, even violent threats.

 … also fire science, water science, resource 
economics re allocation, urban studies…

 Should we care? Why is this happening?
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What’s behind the attacks? 
Is fire science and disaster research 
different to climate science?

 Ideology. 

 Vested interests. 

 Ignoring variability – the same answer everywhere.

 Understanding of the scientific method & peer review.

 Unused to social science and policy research. 

 Different understandings of the integration and value basis of 
policy and politics. 

 Critique is good, ignorance and vitriol is not.
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On policy and values… 

Politics is the essential ingredient for producing workable 
policies, which are more publicly accountable and politically 
justifiable … While some are uncomfortable with the notion 
that politics can enhance rational decision-making, preferring 
to see politics as expediency, it is integral to the process of 
securing defensible outcomes.  We are unable to combine 

values, interests and resources in ways which are not political.
(Davis et al 1993 Public policy in Australia)

For better or worse, political and policy decisions integrate 
multiple information inputs, from multiple knowledge 

systems, not just science.
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Part four: Are inquiries a good 
form of policy learning?

 ‘Omnibus’ inquiries: = a major driver of policy change, and 
therefore of information utilization (Panel, 130pm Wednesday). 

 Purposes: political imperative to act, evaluation of 
response, allow community voices, investigate specific 
issues, gather evidence, make recommendations. 

 Problems: variable forms and processes, single event 
focus, limited by ToR, slow, adversarial, try to cover 
everything, long list of (non-binding) and at times 
impractical recommendations.
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Two alternatives:

1. Institutionalised lesson drawing capacity within 
the sector – another discussion.

2. Two stage inquiry process, broad and then 
more focused:

 independent panel, open to views, clarify issues, quickly, 
free of constrained ToR.
 recommend specific investigation processes suited to the 
issues identified – administrative coordination, 
communications, land use planning, local capacity, statutory 
reform, liability. 
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Conclusion, from the grandfather 
father of realist public policy…

 Lindblom 1959 “The science of muddling 
through”

 Lindblom 1979 “Still muddling, not yet 
through”

… carry on muddling.
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